Ionnsachadh Dachaigh Clas 6G – Cliath 1 (Primary 6G Home Learning Grid 1)
Please use this grid if you are absent from school and well enough to complete some work. Tasks in GREEN are SHOULD DO activities and tasks in BLUE are COULD DO ACTIVITIES.. We
recommend completing about 2-3 tasks per day in Gaelic or English which ever suits your home setting and support. 

READING:
Read a book or a chapter of a book of your choice.
Answer these reflective reading questions about the
book:
1) Can you write a character description of one of the
characters in the book? Remember to write about
their appearance and personality.
2) Do you feel like you are similar to any of the
characters in the book? If so, explain why. If not,
explain why.
3) Can you write a summary of what you have read?
Remember to include the MAIN POINTS.

Numeracy – Times Tables
Choose 3 of the times tables you find the trickiest
and practice chanting them. Then get an adult to
ask you 10 questions on each of the times tables
(not in order) and time yourself answering them.
Try this a few times and see if you can get faster.

SPELLING:
WRITING:
Can you write each spelling word our three times? Circle Visit: https://www.pobble365.com/the-wanderingthe consonants in one colour and the vowels in another. knight/ and use the picture to continue the story.
Here are your spelling words:
Here is the start of the story:
Beurla:
happened, through, stopped, received, sometimes,
interesting, February, said, surprise, animals
Gàidhlig:
faighhnich, freagairt, uabhasach, toilichte, brònach,
aodann, chuidich, chunnaic, a h-uile, fhathast

Numeracy – Place Value
Can you write down what the 5 is worth in each
number?
1) 567,211
2) 234,501
3) 346,251
4) 234,506
5) 85,301
6) 5,234,177

Hidden deep in the Malaysian rainforest, is a house.
Not an ordinary house of course…
Remember to use:
 Ambitious vocabulary
 Outstanding sentence openers (Suddenly,
Finally, Next, Quietly)
Topic
Can you think of 5 alternative emotion words for
the following emotions:
 Happy
 Sad
 Angry
 Scared
You could draw a picture/character to represent
each emotion.

